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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we describe a method for automatically 
extracting grapheme-to-phoneme conversion rules directly 
from the transcription of speech synthesis database and 
introduce a weighted score and jamo* similarity to overcome 
the rule application difficulties. We make a structured rule tree 
by rule pruning and rule association, and can eliminate most of 
the rules with almost no decrease of the performance. Our 
system achieves over 99.5 percent of phoneme-level accuracy 
and this performance is easily achievable even with the small 
amount of training data. 
Index Terms: grapheme-to-phoneme conversion, letter-to-
sound rule, text-to-speech system 

1. INTRODUCTION

Grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) conversion is one of the 
essential components of text analyzer in text-to-speech (TTS) 
system. It is also used to create a pronunciation dictionary for 
speech recognizer. The problem of G2P conversion is figuring 
out how to transform a given text to some predefined phonetic 
symbols. Similar to other languages, the G2P mapping of 
Korean language is a complex process since not all the 
graphemes are realized and some are mapped to different 
phonemes depending on the context. 

Several methods and approaches have been proposed for 
G2P conversion problems. One approach is using a hybrid 
system composed of regular rules and exception dictionaries 
[1, 2, 3]. Since regular pronunciation rules for Korean 
language can be easily implemented compared to other 
languages, usually, they have been written by hand, which has 
relatively good conversion accuracy. These facts have led 
researches to focus on the study of exceptional cases [4]. 
Another approach is extracting conversion rules from corpora 
[5, 6, 7]. These automatically produced conversion rules are 
usually in the form of context-sensitive two-level rules. 

In concatenation-based TTS system, unit selection is one 
of the most important parts for making natural and high-
quality speech. Thus, the phonetic symbols used in unit 

* Jamo: a set of consonants and vowels used in Korean. The 
word jamo is derived from ja, which means consonant, and mo,
which means vowel. Generally two or three jamos make up a 
syllable. 
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lection procedure must conform to the transcription of the 
nthesis speech database (DB). In other words, G2P for TTS 
stem should extract conversion rules from the transcription 

f the synthesis speech DB so that the phonetic symbols of the 
nits used in unit selection procedure are fully compatible to 
e corresponding phonemes. 

Our G2P system also extracts two-level rules similar to 
revious works [5, 6, 7], but merges the rules which are 
sociable. Then, the readability of each rule is increased, and 
e time spent during the converting process is reduced, since 
e rule chunks become larger. 

Our system is composed of three rule dictionaries (onset, 
ucleus, and coda) and simple modules for G2P conversion, 
stead of extra exception dictionaries and complex modules 
 reflect the regular rules and various features (POS tag, word 

osition, articulatory-phonetic features, phonological features, 
c.). By extracting the rules even from the exceptional cases, 
 is not necessary to store all of the cases any more. Instead, it 
 enough to simply keep their abstract patterns in our system. 

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we will 
escribe the procedures of rule generation including alignment, 
le pruning, and rule association. In section 3, we will 

escribe the main module (G2P conversion) with a method to 
eal with rule conflict and use of jamo similarity. In section 4, 
e will describe the corpora that have been used along with 
perimental results. Finally, in section 5, we will give a 
mmary. 

2. G2P RULE GENERATION 

ur system automatically extracts the G2P conversion rules 
irectly from the transcription of synthesis speech DB. They 
e in the form of rewrite rules as follows: 

r: L(G)R P

The rule r means that a given set of graphemes G can be 
ansformed to a set of phonemes P, when G occurs in the left 
ntexts of string L and the right contexts of string R. The 
ntexts L or R include information of adjacent graphemes and 
jeol† boundaries and sentence boundaries. Both G and P can 

e composed only of graphemic or phonemic null symbols due 
 insertion or deletion. 

Eojeol: a sequence of one or more syllables, separated by 
aces. An eojeol usually consists of one or more stem 
orphemes and functional morphemes. 

September 17-21, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania



2.1 Alignment 

Korean syllables consist of three components: an initial 
consonant (onset), a vowel (nucleus), and a final consonant 
(coda). However, the final consonant in graphemes or 
phonemes and the initial consonant in phonemes can be 
omitted. To make each syllable into the canonical form (onset-
nucleus-coda triple), we added the graphemic or phonemic 
null symbols (‘_’). Then, the alignment process becomes 
straightforward as in Figure 1. 

_

|

_

e__yogggahPhonemes:

||||||||

_Graphemes:

_

|

_

e__yogggahPhonemes:

||||||||

_Graphemes:

Figure 1: Alignment of graphemes and phonemes in Korean 

2.2 Rule extraction 

After the alignment procedure, we can easily perform the 
automatic rule extraction. In this step, we extract all possible 
rules whose context length is from 2 to 6 in order to give the 
limitation on the number of extracted rules in rule dictionaries.  

We have found that the phonetic changes are quite 
different along the position of jamo in a syllable. For this 
reason, we kept each extracted rule in three different rule 
dictionaries according to the jamo positions (onset, nucleus, 
and coda). 

Under the condition of the limitation in context length, the 
phonemes corresponding to the given graphemes may be 
differently realized although the given graphemes are identical. 
In this case, we first extracted such rules, and then counted the 
number of each candidate phoneme, and finally computed the 
realization probability of the specific phoneme p as follows: 
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This realization probability will be used for resolving the 
le conflicts (see section 3.1).  

.3 Pruning 

 the rule extraction procedure, since all of the possible rules 
 a certain context length are extracted, the size of the rule 

ictionaries becomes quite huge. It is essential to prune the 
les in order to form smaller rule dictionaries and to structure 
e unstructured rule entries. 

The candidate rule to be pruned should satisfy the 
llowing two conditions: (1) there exists a parent rule which 

as shorter contexts and (2) the set of phoneme P of the parent 
le contains only one candidate phoneme. The pruning 

rocess is shown in Figure 2. 

( ) ss

( ) ss
( ) ss

…

( ) s, ss

( ) ss

( ) s, ss

… …

( ) ss

( ) ss
( ) ss

…

( ) s, ss

( ) ss

( ) s, ss

… …

Figure 2: An example of the possible rule pruning 

Then, we can form the structured rule trees using parent-
hildren relationship according to the different contexts. One 
ossible rule tree is given in Figure 3. In Figure 3, ‘*’ and ‘+’ 
 left side of the rules represent a sentence boundary and an 

ojeol boundary, respectively. 
( ) ss(0.99), s(0.01)

( ) ss(1.00)
( ) ss(0.98), s(0.02)
( ) __ ss(1.00)

( ) ss(0.98), s(0.02)
( ) ss(1.00)
( ) ss(1.00)
( ) ss(1.00)
( ) ss(1.00)

( ) ss(0.98), s(0.02) ( ) + ss(1.00)
( ) ss(1.00)
( ) ss(0.97), s(0.03)
( ) ss(1.00)
( ) ss(1.00)
( ) ss(1.00)

( ) ss(0.98), s(0.02)

* ( ) ss(0.67), s(0.33)
+ ( ) ss(0.97), s(0.03)

( ) ss(1.00)
( ) ss(1.00)

__ ( ) ss(1.00)

( ) ss(0.98), s(0.02) ( ) ss(0.98), s(0.02) ( ) ss(1.00)
( ) ss(0.97), s(0.03)

( ) ss(0.99), s(0.01)

( ) ss(1.00)
( ) ss(0.98), s(0.02)
( ) __ ss(1.00)

( ) ss(0.98), s(0.02)
( ) ss(1.00)
( ) ss(1.00)
( ) ss(1.00)
( ) ss(1.00)

( ) ss(0.98), s(0.02) ( ) + ss(1.00)
( ) ss(1.00)
( ) ss(0.97), s(0.03)
( ) ss(1.00)
( ) ss(1.00)
( ) ss(1.00)

( ) ss(0.98), s(0.02)

* ( ) ss(0.67), s(0.33)
+ ( ) ss(0.97), s(0.03)

( ) ss(1.00)
( ) ss(1.00)

__ ( ) ss(1.00)

( ) ss(0.98), s(0.02) ( ) ss(0.98), s(0.02) ( ) ss(1.00)
( ) ss(0.97), s(0.03)

Figure 3: A structured rule tree 
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2.4 Rule association 

Until now, we have only considered the special case in which 
the length of each grapheme and phoneme is one. However, 
we can merge the rules to make associative rules as shown in 
Figure 4. 

The rule association can be performed only under the 
following conditions: (1) the contexts of each candidate rule 
should be the same so that the context of the associative rule 
has the same coverage and (2) the set of phoneme P of each 
candidate rule contains only one phoneme. In other words, we 
do not allow the associative rules to be generated from 
multiple different phonemes. 

The rule association increases the readability of the 
conversion rules, and decreases the size of the rule dictionaries 
so that we can save time to search the entries in the rule 
dictionaries. 

+( ) n
+ ( ) eu
+ ( ) b
+ ( ) jj
+ ( ) u

+( ) n eu b jj u

+( ) n
+ ( ) eu
+ ( ) b
+ ( ) jj
+ ( ) u

+( ) n eu b jj u

Figure 4: An example of the possible rule association 

3. G2P CONVERSION 

To obtain the phonemes corresponding to the given graphemes, 
we first transform the graphemes to the canonical form as in 
the alignment procedure. Then, we can directly apply the 
automatically extracted conversion rules. However, there are 
two issues to handle on this direct conversion process. 

3.1 Resolving the rule conflicts 

When we apply the conversion rules, there exist several 
applicable rules, since every parent rule of the applicable rule 
is also applicable. The one way to resolve the rule conflicts is 
simply applying the most specific rule and choosing the 
phoneme with the highest realization probability. However, 
this method gives the phoneme which is over-fitted to the 
training corpus. Generally, the most specific rules represent 
the exceptional cases, so we need to adjust the degree of 
figuring out exceptional cases with the score. 

The score is computed by the summation of the weighted 
realization probability as follows: 

)')('|Pr())(|( ',' RGLpwRGLpScore RL

where wL’,R’ is a weight determined by the length of the 
contexts, and L’ and R’ are the contexts which are shorter than 
or equal to L and R, i.e., the rule L’(G)R’ P is the parent rule 
of the rule L(G)R P or the rule L(G)R P itself. In our 
system, we set the most specific rules to have the highest 
weight. An example of calculating the score of each candidate 
phoneme is given in Figure 5. 
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iven grapheme: ( ) _

Applicable rules in the dictionary>
ontext length 2: ( ) g(0.88), gg(0.12)
ontext length 3: ( ) _ g(0.78), gg(0.22), ( ) g(0.86), gg(0.14)
ontext length 4: ( ) _ g(1.00), ( ) _ g(0.50), gg(0.50),

( ) g(0.60), gg(0.40)

core (g | ( ) _ ) = w1,1 pr (g | ( ) ) + w1,2 pr (g | ( ) _) 
+ w2,1 pr (g | ( ) ) + w1,3 pr (g | ( ) _ )
+ w2,2 pr (g | ( ) _) + w3,1 pr (g | ( ) )
= 2(0.88) + 3(0.78) + 3(0.86) + 4(1.00) + 4(0.50) + 4(0.60) = 15.08

core (gg | ( ) _ ) = w1,1 pr (gg | ( ) ) + w1,2 pr (gg | ( ) _)
+ w2,1 pr (gg | ( ) ) + w1,3 pr (gg | ( ) _ )
+ w2,2 pr (gg | ( ) _) + w3,1 pr (gg | ( ) )
= 2(0.12) + 3(0.22) + 3(0.14) + 4(0.00) + 4(0.50) + 4(0.40) = 4.92

iven grapheme: ( ) _

Applicable rules in the dictionary>
ontext length 2: ( ) g(0.88), gg(0.12)
ontext length 3: ( ) _ g(0.78), gg(0.22), ( ) g(0.86), gg(0.14)
ontext length 4: ( ) _ g(1.00), ( ) _ g(0.50), gg(0.50),

( ) g(0.60), gg(0.40)

core (g | ( ) _ ) = w1,1 pr (g | ( ) ) + w1,2 pr (g | ( ) _) 
+ w2,1 pr (g | ( ) ) + w1,3 pr (g | ( ) _ )
+ w2,2 pr (g | ( ) _) + w3,1 pr (g | ( ) )
= 2(0.88) + 3(0.78) + 3(0.86) + 4(1.00) + 4(0.50) + 4(0.60) = 15.08

core (gg | ( ) _ ) = w1,1 pr (gg | ( ) ) + w1,2 pr (gg | ( ) _)
+ w2,1 pr (gg | ( ) ) + w1,3 pr (gg | ( ) _ )
+ w2,2 pr (gg | ( ) _) + w3,1 pr (gg | ( ) )
= 2(0.12) + 3(0.22) + 3(0.14) + 4(0.00) + 4(0.50) + 4(0.40) = 4.92

igure 5: An example of calculating the score of the phonemes 

.2 Coping with data sparseness 

 is possible that no applicable rule exists due to data 
arseness problem. In this case, we can apply the rule with 
e target phoneme which has the most similar contexts to the 

iven contexts including the graphemes. To do so, we have 
efined jamo similarity as follows: 

Ff
ff jjgjjSimilarity ),(),( 2121

The function gf gives 1 if two jamos j1 and j2 have the 
me property (+/-) of distinctive articulatory-phonetic and 

honological feature f, and otherwise gives 0. The coefficient 
f plays a role of weight for each feature. The set of distinctive 
atures F consists of the following 14 features: vocalic, 
nsonantal, oral, anterior, coronal, continuant, strident, nasal, 

lottalized, aspirated, back, high, low, and round [8]. 
We set the minimum context length of each rule to be 

reater than two to guarantee more effective rule application, 
hich is different from the previous works [7]. It means that 
e rule must have at least one left context and one right 
ntext. If there is a rule which does not have any context, i.e., 

 and R is an empty set, then the rule always gives the 
honeme with the highest realization probability without 
ertaining to the contexts. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

.1 Corpora used 

he corpora used in this research are the transcriptions of two 
eech synthesis DB. One is a transcription of our own 
ading-style speech DB, and the other is a transcription of 
nversational-style speech DB from ETRI (Electronics and 

elecommunications Research Institute). Our own reading-
yle speech DB is a balanced corpus, and it contains various 
atterns of phonetic changes. The statistic of the corpora used 
 given in Table 1. 



Table 1: The statistic of the corpora used 

# of 
sentences

# of 
eojeols

# of diff. 
eojeols

Reading-style 4,700 64,263 38,077
Conversational-style 2,008 8,941 3,619

4.2 Performance evaluation 

The two corpora consist of the pairs of sentences (graphemes) 
and transcriptions (phonemes). We first aligned them and 
extracted all the possible rules which satisfy the condition of 
the context length. Then, we made the set of the rules to the 
structured form and applied the rule association (RA) and the 
rule pruning (PR). The experiments of the evaluating 
transcription accuracy are given in Table 2. 

Table 2: Transcription accuracy on reading-style DB and 
conversational-style DB  

Reading-style Conversational-style
Accuracy # rules Accuracy # rules 

Full rules 99.595% 2,005K 99.559% 252K
+RA 99.562% 1,003K 99.541% 117K
+RA+PR 99.560% 35K 99.508% 5K

The results on Table 2 are phoneme-level accuracies 
obtained by 5-fold cross-validation. The “full rules” means 
applying all the rules without any rule association and pruning. 
After the rule pruning and the rule association, it shows that 
the most of the rules are eliminated with almost no decrease of 
the accuracy. This performance is close to the state-of-the-art 
level when we compare with the performances of other similar 
approaches [6, 7] even though direct performance comparison 
is not possible due to the different experiment environments. 

97.0%
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Figure 6: Accuracy along the proportion of the training data 

Figure 6 shows the performance saturation curves of our 
system. In this experiment, we did not separate the training 
data and the test data. Instead, we used the whole data as the 
test data and some proportion of the data as the training data. 
Theoretically, if there is no limitation of the context length and 
the whole data is used as the training data, then the 100 
percent accuracy will be achieved. Although the actual 
situation is under the limitation of the context length, it 
achieved 99.9 percent accuracy. Surprisingly, it requires only 
30 percent of the whole data to reach the 99.5 percent of the 
accuracy, which explains why we didn’t have a performance 
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ecrease in table 2 even with massive decrease of the number 
f the rules by using the rule association and rule pruning. 

5. CONCLUSION 

e have described a method for automatically extracting G2P 
nversion rules from a domain-dependent transcription of 
eech synthesis DB. Since the phonemes generated by the 
2P conversion module should be compatible to the phonetic 
mbols used in unit selection procedure, it is necessary to 
nform the phonemes to the transcription in a concatenation-

ased TTS system. 
We have introduced weighted scores and jamo similarity, 

d obtained over 99.5 percent of phoneme-level accuracy. 
ost of the rules can be eliminated by rule pruning and rule 
sociation with almost no decrease of the performances. 

For future works, we plan to apply this method to other 
roblems such as spelling correction and study the usefulness 
f domain-adaptable G2P in unit selection. 
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